Modular Collection

Make any casual area a multipurpose space with this modular sofa that can be arranged in a variety of ways. This flexible setup gives you the ability to change the configuration anytime you need to without sacrificing comfort. Pictured: Sectional Sofa, Sectional Table, Laptop Side Table.

- Sectional sofa is customizable—pieces sold separately
- Black metal frame on all items
- Commercial-grade durability tested to 100,000 double rubs
- 100% polyester fabric with Grade 4 color-fastness and Class 4 pilling resistance

Fabric Colors
- Navy
- Deep Gray
- Light Gray

SECTIONAL SOFA
- 29.5" (74.9 cm)
- 23.5" (59.7 cm)
- 29.5" (74.9 cm)
- 10" (25.4 cm)

LAPTOP SIDE TABLE
- 18.9" (48 cm)
- 21.6" (54.9 cm)
- 11" (27.9 cm)
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Executive Collection

Deep, nautical tones and warm wood finishes give this collection a polished and professional look that will fit seamlessly into any executive space whether it’s for waiting, working, or meeting. Pictured: Three-Seat Sofa, Lounge Chair, and Coffee Table.

- Table finish is walnut laminate
- Chair has 3" height range
- Commercial-grade durability tested to 100,000 double rubs
- 100% polyester fabric with Grade 4 color-fastness and Class 4 pilling resistance

Fabric Colors
- Navy
- Deep Gray

THREE-SEAT SOFA
- Top View: 30.7" (78 cm)
- 22.75" (57.8 cm)
- 23.6" (59.9 cm)
- 86.6" (220 cm)

LOUNGE CHAIR
- Top View: 33.4" (84.8 cm)
- 18.75" (47.6 cm)
- 32.6" (82.8 cm)
- 32.4" (82.3 cm) - 35.4" (89.9 cm)

COFFEE TABLE
- Top View: 23.6" (60 cm)
- Front View: 47.2" (119.9 cm)
- 18" (45.7 cm)
Lounge Collection

When it’s time for a quick check-in or a casual brainstorming session, these ottomans bring laid-back comfort to any lounge area or informal meeting space. They can also serve as a convenient resting place for your laptop. Pictured: Two Large Ottomans and one Small Ottoman.

- Large Ottoman colors: light gray, navy
- Small Ottoman colors: light gray, light blue, green
- Commercial-grade durability tested to 100,000 double rubs
- 100% polyester fabric with Grade 4 colorfastness and Class 4 pilling resistance
Casual Meeting Collection

This collection makes it easy to put together a simple discussion area for one-on-ones or small group meetings. The chairs are professional yet comfortable and the table is just the right size to give everyone space for their coffee or laptops. Pictured: Four Arm Chairs and Round Coffee Table.

- Chair color options: deep gray, navy
- Both pieces made with black metal frame
- Round Side Table available for smaller, two-chair arrangements
- Commercial-grade durability tested to 100,000 double rubs
- 100% polyester fabric with Grade 4 color-fastness and Class 4 pilling resistance
Quiet Seating Collection

The sofa in this collection is designed to provide both comfort and privacy in one eye-catching signature piece. Great for focus work or more sensitive conversations, the High Back Sofa pairs perfectly with our Lounge Table. Pictured: Two High Back Sofas and one Lounge Table.

- Sofa is light gray with a navy accent and black metal legs
- Table has a white top with a black metal frame
- Commercial-grade durability tested to 100,000 double rubs
- 100% polyester fabric with Grade 4 color-fastness and Class 4 pilling resistance

**Sofa**
- Light Gray
- Navy

**Table**
- White top
- Black metal frame

**Dimensions**
- **High Back Sofa**
  - Front View: 49.25" (125.1 cm)
  - Top View: 78.5" (199.4 cm)
  - End View: 33.5" (85.1 cm)
  - 21" (53.3 cm)

- **Lounge Table**
  - Front View: 47.2" (119.9 cm)
  - End View: 23.6" (59.9 cm)
  - 17.7" (45 cm)
Private Seating Collection

This comfortable collection provides a private retreat for focused work or a quiet break. The tall, sound-dampening design of the chairs provides a barrier that makes them ideal for social distancing in the office. The High Back Chairs are available in two finishes: durable polyester fabric or easy-to-clean faux leather. Pictured: Two High Back Chairs and one Small Ottoman.

- Chair Available in Either Navy Blue/Light Gray Fabric or Deep Gray/Light Blue Faux Leather
- Ottoman Available in Light Gray Polyester Fabric
- Commercial-Grade Materials Tested to 100,000 Double Rubs, Grade 4 Color Fastness, and Class 4 Pilling Resistance
- Tested to BIFMA X5.4-12 and BIFMA X5.6-2010 and Meets or Exceeds BIFMA’s Durability Standards for Office Furniture
- Each Item Ships Fully Assembled in One Box
- Chairs Support up to 300 lb (136 kg)

Chair Fabric Colors

Navy Polyester Fabric
Light Gray Polyester Fabric
Deep Gray Faux Leather Vinyl
Light Blue Faux Leather Vinyl

**Chair Dimensions:**
- 15" (38 cm) Width
- 57 ½" (146 cm) Depth
- 36 ⅝" (93 cm) Height

**Seat Cushion Depth:**
- 22" (56 cm)

**Back Cushion Depth:**
- 5 ⅝" (14 cm)

**Ottoman Dimensions:**
- 30 ⅜" (78 cm) Diameter
- 18" (46 cm)
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